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Abstract: This paper focuses on the probable land 
route between the Faiyum region and Bahariya 

archaeological and remote sensing data are ana-
lysed and discussed in this study. The possible 

account in order to shed new light on trade con-
nections in so far scarcely explored sectors of the 
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While the existence of dynastic trade connections 
between the oases and the Nile valley (Fig. 1) in 
the southern sector of the Egyptian Western 
Desert has already been demonstrated,3 investiga-
tion of similar economic activities, exchange mod-
els and trade patterns in the northern portion of 
the same desert is still lacking, despite considera-
ble archaeological research into the area.4 The 
trade network connecting Bahariya oasis and the 
Faiyum region (Fig. 2), which was probably in use 
even before the beginning of the Roman period, is 

5 

in this area, but it was not the focus of their 
research. They did not investigate the Bahariya – 
Faiyum routes in any detail and did not consider 
evidence for their Pharaonic antecedents. 

This paper proposes that the historical trade 
route between Bahariya oasis and the Faiyum fol-
lowed a much more ancient trail attested since the 
Roman period and probably extending back into 
the Pharaonic age. Analysis of two types of satel-

-
vive to the present day and suggests avenues for 
further investigation on the ground and using 
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Fig. 1  The location of the Faiyum region and the oases 
 mentioned in the text (made with data from Natural Earth).

Fig. 2 The Faiyum, showing ancient settlements mentioned in 
the text (adapted from a map by A. Morini).
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Evidence of trade between the oases and the 

There is good evidence of exchange between the 
oases, including Bahariya, and the Faiyum in the 
Greco-Roman and Pharaonic periods. Papyri dat-
ed to the Roman period shed light on the import of 
grain, dry legumes, and other goods from the 
Faiyum to the oases and the movements of camels 
and donkeys (probably used for the transport of 
products) between these two areas.6 The presence 
of donkeys among the animals which travelled 
from the Faiyum to the oases demonstrates the 
feasibility of the same journey before the introduc-
tion of camels for long-distance desert travel (on 
donkeys and their role in caravan routes see 
below). Among the goods exported from the oases 

7 The Greek papyri 
found to date do not mention the import of wine 
from Bahariya to the Faiyum, although oasis wine 
was appreciated in the Nile Valley at least since 
the Middle Kingdom.8 The discovery at Tebtynis 
of oasis transport containers for wine and oil, such 
as siga and dating between the late 

9 demonstrates that 
both commodities were imported from the oases 
to the Faiyum during the Ptolemaic period.

The inscriptions and scenes carved in the late 
18th – early 19th Dynasty tomb of Amenhotep 
Huy, the Governor of the Bahariya oasis, clearly 
indicate the production and storing of wine 
amphorae and grain, for delivery to the Nile val-
ley.10 The discovery of the Umm Mawagir bakery 
in Kharga provides further evidence for the trans-
shipment of grain between the Nile and the south-
ern oases during the Pharaonic period.11 It is worth 
noting that during the Ptolemaic and Roman peri-
ods, grain was traded the other way around, from 
the Faiyum to the oases (including Bahariya). This 
change in commerce could be indicative of some 
alterations in the economy of the area at a later 
stage of Egyptian history. 

Very little archaeological data shed light on 
goods imported from the oases to the Faiyum 
before the Roman period, apart from the previous-
ly mentioned siga and siga-barillets from Tebt-
ynis. However, this could also be due to the pauci-
ty of information on pre-Ptolemaic sites in the 

Faiyum. Oasis transport containers dated to the 
Dynastic period have not been found in the 
Faiyum, but archaeological evidence from the 
nearby settlement of Gurob hints at the existence 
of trade during the New Kingdom. The Manches-
ter Museum (Inventory no. 2136) preserves an 
oasis amphora that is complete apart from a miss-
ing handle (Fig. 3). The Museum accession docu-

6 WAGNER 1987, 148.
7 WAGNER 1987, 148.
8 FAKHRY 2003, 58; MARCHAND and TALLET

9 MARANGOU and MARCHAND
10 VAN SICLEN 1981; GIDDY COLIN
11 DARNELL and MANASSA-DARNELL 2016.

Fig. 3  An oasis amphora from Gurob, in the Manchester 
Museum (Inventory no. 2136). 
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came from Gurob12 and was excavated by L. 
Loat,13 making it the only Late Bronze Age 
amphora imported from the Western Desert that 
has ever been found in the Faiyum region. 

oasis amphora come from the site of Amarna,14 
suggesting a late 18th Dynasty date for the Gurob 
item. Oasis amphorae from Amarna are compara-
ble to the Gurob example in terms of their shape 

fabric type15 and pottery marks (typically a wavy 
line), which is incised on the shoulder of the 
Gurob example. The gray slip which was applied 
to the exterior of the Gurob vessel is also consist-
ent with oasis ware from Amarna.

There is good evidence of a route between Faiyum 
and Bahariya in historic times. Both Fakhry16 and 
Giddy17 record a trail between the north-eastern 
part of Bahariya oasis and the south-western part 
of the Faiyum basin. This route of 240 km took 

and a full day for the camels to graze and drink in 
Wadi Rayyan. It is likely that this practical and 

-
lennia, so the historically attested route could have 
originated in the Pharaonic or Roman periods. 

Written sources suggest that this trail dates 
back to, at least, the Roman period when Greek 
sources refer to a land route from the “Small 
Oasis” in the direction of the Arsinoite nome.18 It 
is clear from both Ptolemy19, and several Roman 

as Bahariya.20 Some Greek papyri refer to the fol-
lowing Faiyumi settlements involved in trade 
activities with the “Small Oasis”: Soknopaiou 
Nesos, Dionysias, and Arsinoe, the latter connect-
ed to the caravan road via Theadelphia.21 While 
Dionysias22 and Theadelphia were founded ex 
novo in the third century BC in connection with 
the land reclamation promoted by the Ptolemies 

(Shedet in the Dynastic period) have a much long-
er urban history, dating back respectively to the 
Old Kingdom23 24 providing 
possible Faiyumi termini for an earlier Pharaonic 
version of the trail.

Geographically, the Faiyum region is a natural 
outpost to the northern sector of the Western 
Desert. The increasing importance of trade with 
the oases from the reign of Thutmosis III25 
onward, as well as the Pharaonic trade patterns in 
the southern sector of the Western Desert suggest 
that the trade route between the Faiyum region 
and Bahariya was in use before the Roman period.

When leaving Bahariya and going to the 
Faiyum, this trail must have headed north-east 
along a similar route to the historical trail, which 
was used for trading camels. During the Pharaonic 
period and prior to the introduction of the camel, 
donkeys were used for long-distance trade.26 Don-
keys can travel up to 40 km a day and endure up to 
three days without water.27 Based on 40 km a day, 
the 240 km route from Faiyum to Bahariya would 
have taken a minimum of six days without stop-

28 but if 
the caravan relied upon grazing in the Wadi Rayy-
an, the trip would have taken longer to allow time 
for the donkeys to rest and eat. Since it is likely 
that donkey caravans made full use of the availa-
ble grazing and only carried their full food supply 
once they had left the relatively hospitable Wadi 
Rayyan, the journey probably took longer than the 
minimum of six days.

Wadi Rayyan was a logical stopping point on 
the way from the oasis of Bahariya to the Faiyum 
region, both from a geographical point of view and 
as a resting place after a four to six-day journey in 
the desert. The Roman caravan road diverged into 
two different trails: one trail followed the western 
side of the Faiyum region, in the direction of 
Soknopaiou Nesos via Dionisyas, while the second 

29 However, it is 
logical to assume that the settlement of Medinet 

12 A detailed study of this vessel will be published soon.
13 LOAT 1904.
14 ROSE 2007, 290.
15 Amarna Fabric IV.3; ROSE 2007, 15.
16 FAKHRY 2003, 26.
17 GIDDY 1987, 16.
18 WAGNER
19 Geography IV, 5, 37.
20 WAGNER

21 WAGNER
22 CESTARI
23 MARCHAND
24 ZECCHI 2001, 23.
25 FAKHRY 1974, 59.
26 FÖRSTER et al. 2013, 195.
27 FÖRSTER et al. KÖPP 2013, 115.
28 FÖRSTER et al. 2013, 195.
29 WAGNER 1987, 148.
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Maadi, with its strategic geographical position, at 
the edge of the desert and approximately 20 km 
south of Theadelphia, also may have been involved 
in the same network, as suggested by the satellite 
imagery presented below. 

In comparison to the amount of data available 
for the Greek and Roman phases, there is relative-
ly little information on the Faiyum settlements 
before the beginning of the Ptolemaic period. The 
main exceptions to this are Medinet Maadi, which 
is discussed below, and Qasr el-Sagha which is on 
the north side of the Faiyum and appears to be an 
abortive settlement of the Middle Kingdom.30 
However, if the overland trade routes between the 
Faiyum and Bahariya oasis, attested by the Greek 
papyri, originated before the Roman period, it is 
logical that they terminated at one or more of the 

Maadi, Shedet (later Arsinoe) or Soknopaiou 
Nesos.

It is possible that Gurob was one of these ter-
mini in the New Kingdom or, at the very least, 

Faiyum and the rest of the country,31 as attested by 
the discovery of an oasis amphora here (Fig. 3). 
This commercial role perhaps developed at the 
same time in the New Kingdom when the oases of 
the Western Desert became an integral part of the 
Egyptian economy.32 The reign of Thutmosis III is 
moreover a crucial moment for the settlement of 
Gurob, due to the re-evaluation of this area pro-
moted precisely by this king and embodied by the 
foundation of his harem-palace.33 Starting from 
the mid-18th Dynasty, Gurob became the most 
important New Kingdom settlement in the region, 
located strategically at the entrance to the Faiyum 
depression, facing the Nile valley and thus well 
connected to the regional water system. Further 
archaeological investigations at Gurob may help to 

crossroads, and its relationship with routes to 
Bahariya and elsewhere in the Western Desert.

The settlement of Medinet Maadi is another 
likely candidate for the Pharaonic gateway 

between the south-west sector of the Faiyum 
region and the Western Desert in the New King-
dom. Medinet Maadi (ancient D3 in Pharaonic 
times) was founded during the 12th Dynasty, prob-
ably during land reclamation promoted in the 
Faiyum region by the kings Senusret II to Amen-
emhat III. Despite the scarcity of documents 
belonging to the New Kingdom, Medinet Maadi 
was doubtless in use during this time. This is dem-
onstrated by the remains of statues dated to the 
Ramesside period,34 a stela of the late 18th to the 
early 19th Dynasty,35 a fragmentary offering altar,36 
and the carving of the cartouches of Ramesses III 
on the western wall of the courtyard of the temple 
that was originally erected during the 12th Dynas-
ty.37 One of the earliest New Kingdom documents 
from the settlement,38 dating to the late 18th 
Dynasty, refers to the erasure of the name of Imn 
from the cartouches of Amenemhat III in all the 
inscriptions carved in the temple, no doubt part of 
the religious programme of Akhenaten, toward the 
end of the 18th dynasty, and indicates that the roy-
al court took some interest in the site, perhaps 
because of its strategic position. While the cartou-
ches located in the hypostyle hall were restored at 
a later time, others are still absent.39 

The roles of Medinet Maadi and Gurob as gate-
ways to the Western Desert during the Pharaonic 
period remain to be proven, along with the exist-
ence of the Bahariya to Faiyum trail before the 
Roman period. However, the evidence presented 
above demonstrates the existence of trade between 
the oases and the Faiyum region in the Pharaonic 
period and suggests a possible route from Bahari-
ya to various termini in the Faiyum area. This 
route would have headed north-east from Bahariya 
oasis to the Wadi Rayyan, where it probably split 
into two sections heading north-east to Medinet 
Maadi and beyond or east, along the southern edge 
of the Faiyum depression toward Gurob. The satel-
lite imagery research complements these conclu-
sions and reveals that traces of this route remain, 
suggesting that further archaeological investiga-

30 MOELLER
31 GASPERINI
32 Starting from the reign of Thutmosis III: FAKHRY 1974, 59.
33 PETRIE 1890, 31; LACOVARA THOMAS 1981, 7; 

SERPICO 2008, 19; SHAW YOYOTTE 2012.
34 VOGLIANO DONADONI GOMAÀ 

1973, 85; CHADEFAUD SOUROUZIAN 1989, 

35 VOGLIANO DONADONI 1952, 11; ZECCHI 2001, 
164.

36 DONADONI GOMAÀ 1973, 55.
37 DONADONI 1952, 12.
38 DONADONI
39 DONADONI
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Satellite Imagery (HP)

Previous research has shown that ancient routes 

presented here develops those methods to investi-
gate the putative route between Bahariya and the 

-
od of identifying trails across the Egyptian Lime-
stone Plateau in the south of Egypt in low (15 m) 
resolution multi-spectral satellite imagery40 and De 

41 method for identifying trails in disturbed 
and varied terrain at Deir el-Bersha using high-
resolution satellite imagery. Given that satellite 
imagery research into desert trails is still develop-
ing and has inherent uncertainties due to the varia-
bility of the desert terrain, it was felt appropriate 
to test whether these approaches would succeed in 
different parts of the Egyptian desert from those 
where they were initially developed and if they 

cheaply across large areas of varied terrain. 

multi-spectral, low (15–100 m) resolution Landsat 
8 data (USGSA) to examine a large area of the 
Limestone Plateau between Bahariya and the 
Faiyum basin and determine whether the historic 
trails proposed by Eichhorn42 are extant and trace-

trails beyond the Egyptian Limestone Plateau 
where the terrain becomes more varied and the 
landscape is disturbed.43 To test whether De 

44 method for identifying trails in disturbed 
and varied terrain could be applied to trace histor-
ic or ancient routes across the disturbed landscape 
at the Bahariya end, a 25 km2 study area of very 
high (0.4 m) resolution multi-spectral Worldview 2 
satellite imagery was purchased from European 
Space Imaging.

Although high-resolution imagery of a similar 
type to the Worldview 2 image purchased for this 
research is available on Google Earth, several 
issues with Google Earth imagery makes it unsuit-
able for this type of research. Google Earth image-
ry represents only a small selection of the total 

can be purchased and does not permit the user to 
analyse the multi-spectral image bands. Further-

warning and the tiles exhibit poor geolocation,45 
which would cause problems with future ‘ground-

-
tial for the use of Google Earth imagery in subse-

northern section of the Limestone Plateau can be 
traced beyond the Limestone Plateau in higher res-
olution satellite imagery. Under such circumstanc-
es and at this stage of the research it would not be 
appropriate to use Google Earth imagery, given 
the many potential problems with that source. 

The analysis of the satellite imagery was under-
taken in ArcGIS 10.1 Geographic Information 
System (GIS) and included both visual examina-
tion of the highest resolution elements of the 
imagery and analysis of the multi-spectral bands 

stretching and contrast stretching.46 
The chosen Landsat 8 image LC817704020130-

78LGN01 was recorded on 19 March 2013 and 
included the entire area from Bahariya to Faiyum. 

all the multi-spectral bands. Modern, tarmac roads 
-

tion panchromatic band (8) and excluded. Other 
linear features were divided into two types, based 
on their appearance and landscape context. 

or 20th century routes. Fainter, winding or varia-
ble features were considered potentially historic or 
ancient following research by Bubenzer and Bol-
ton. They discovered that the Egyptian Limestone 
Plateau is topped by stony serir (small round 
stone) and hamada (large angular stone) surfaces.
Repeated animal movement along desert trails 
pushes these stones aside, leaving depressions in 

that contrasts with the surrounding surface and 
appears as a single, winding linear feature in low-
resolution imagery such as the Landsat 8.47

Fig. 4 shows how two features appeared in each 
band of the Landsat image. Both a historic/ancient 

from the Survey of Egypt 1:100,000 Normal 

40 BUBENZER and BOLTON
41 DE LAET 
42 EICHHORN et. al. 2005, 215.
43 BUBENZER and BOLTON

44 DE LAET et. al.
45 PEDERSÉN 2010, 388.
46 LILLESAND et. al. 2004, 492–99. 
47 BUBENZER and BOLTON
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Desert Series sheet 62/42 Bahariya Approaches 
1940) and a modern or 20th century route (subse-

the Tactical Pilotage Chart 1:500,000 scale World 

Series Sheet H-5 A, compiled 1972, revised 1999) 
appear across all the multi-spectral bands in 
Fig. 4, except for Band 9, which is not shown 
because it did not contain any usable data.
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Fig. 4 reveals that there are several differences 
in the spectral appearance of the historic/ancient 
trail and the modern/20th century route, which 
suggest that historic and ancient trails can appear 
differently to modern features in certain spectral 
bands. Because of this phenomenon, we present 
each band individually in Fig. 4 to provide a more 
detailed breakdown of the appearance of the trails 

-
work will be necessary to determine the precise 
spectral signatures of modern and historic or 
ancient trails, how consistently they occur and 
whether they can be used for dating.

Although they are lower resolution, Bands 10 
and 11 (thermal infra-red) are amongst the best for 

western corner of the images, which was not visi-
ble in any other band but is a potentially ancient 
trail, that forms part of the historic Darb el-Rayy-
an, according to the Survey of Egypt 1:100,000 
Normal Desert Series sheet 62/42 Bahariya 
Approaches (1940). While Bubenzer and Bolton48 
demonstrated that the multi-spectral component is 
particularly important at this low-resolution, our 
research shows that the thermal infra-red bands 

historic trails. 
Analysis of the low-resolution Landsat 8 

48 BUBENZER and BOLTON 2013.

Fig. 4  The appearance of historic/ancient and modern routes in different bands of Landsat 8 image LC81770402013078LGN01 
following enhancement appropriate to bring out the detail in each band. (Landsat data available from the U.S. Geological Survey).
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-
lution satellite imagery in more disturbed areas or 
those with sandy material.49 To test methods for 
identifying trails in high-resolution satellite 
imagery across disturbed terrain, a 25 km2 study 
area of Worldview 2 satellite image no. 1030010-
037 D58100 from 2014, was obtained, including 
multi-spectral and panchromatic data. 

imagery was focussed upon their morphology. 
Bubenzer and Bolton50 demonstrated that in higher 
resolution imagery the wiggling linear features 
visible in the Landsat 8 imagery resolve into 
groups of individual braided trails that were creat-
ed as animals spread out widthways along the 
route, bunching together where the trail crosses 

clearly visible in the panchromatic band of the 

from the palimpsest parallel lines produced by 
vehicular trails (Fig. 5), or heavily used modern 
tracks. 

It is possible that the braided appearance of 
some of these trails is due to motorcycles or 

ruts across a long period of time.51 Further 

these routes in both the Worldview 2 and Landsat 
-

work in this area. 
The multi-spectral bands of the Worldview 2 

image were analysed, but they did not provide any 
additional information beyond the higher resolu-
tion panchromatic band. This is consistent with 
past research, which revealed that at sub-1 m reso-
lutions and on disturbed terrain the resolution of 
satellite imagery is of greater importance than its 

anthropogenic trails.52 

and Worldview imagery, these features were 
cross-referenced with CORONA high (1.8 m) reso-
lution KH-4B satellite photography from 1968 
(USGSB)53 and relevant historic maps to identify 

49 previously discovered by BUBENZER and BOLTON 2013, 

50 BUBENZER and BOLTON
51 Salima Ikram pers comm. 
52 BUBENZER and BOLTON 2013, 66; DE LAET et al. 2015, 289; 

DORE and MCELROY 2011, 15.

53 Downloaded from the University of Arkansas Centre for 
Advanced Spatial Technologies CORONA Atlas of the 
Middle East (http://corona.cast.uark.edu, last accessed 25 
September 2018).

Fig. 5  A comparison of a braided trail (left), like those from animal caravans, and the tracks of modern wheeled vehicles (right) in 
the 0.4m resolution panchromatic Worldview 2 image (Satellite image © European Space Imaging /Digitalglobe).
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which trails were modern and which had a longer 
history. This comparison was undertaken after the 
analysis of the satellite imagery had been complet-

Comparison of the Landsat 8 and Worldview 
imagery with CORONA photographs, which do 
not have a multi-spectral component, further 
emphasised the importance of multi-spectral data 

low-resolutions. Although CORONA KH-4B pho-
tographs are of much higher resolution than the 
Landsat 8 imagery, it was only possible to locate 

the trails in the CORONA photographs after they 

Worldview imagery. The trails were often indis-
tinct and ranged from very clear to almost invisi-
ble in the CORONA photographs (Fig. 6). The 
absence of a trail from the CORONA photographs 
when it is present in the Landsat 8 imagery is 
highly suggestive of modernity, although it cannot 
be taken as conclusive evidence, because of the 

in the Landsat and CORONA imagery and varia-
tion in how clearly trails appear in the latter. The 
absence of a trail from the CORONA imagery that 
is present in the Worldview imagery is an even 
less reliable indicator of modernity since the 

Fig. 6  CORONA KH-4B satellite photograph ds1105-1090df028 showing the variable visibility of trails in the eastern part of the 

photograph (CORONA data available from the U.S. Geological Survey).
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Worldview imagery is higher resolution than the 
CORONA imagery and covers a highly variable 
desert surface, where trails might easily be 
obscured from CORONA satellite photographs 
due to adverse environmental conditions. 

-
cult to distinguish in the CORONA photographs, 
so CORONA was primarily used for dating known 
trails rather than discovering new ones. Two trails 

had not been visible in the Worldview imagery 
because they were obscured by modern activity 
(Fig. 6). Their location and probable date will be 
discussed below, with the rest of the Worldview 
imagery.

To improve understanding of the trails visible in 
the Landsat 8 and Worldview imagery, they were 
compared with accessible historic maps of the area 
between Bahariya and the Nile, including: the Sur-
vey of Egypt 1:100,000 Normal Desert Series 
sheets 62/42 Bahariya Approaches (1940) and 
62/49.5 Darb el-Bahnasawi (1941);54 the British 

El-Bawiti 448-C (1956) and Suez 447-D (1956); 
the US Army Map Service 1:250,000 Series P502 
Sheets Bahariya Oasis NH 35–16 (1941) and El-
Minya NH 36–13 (1960); and the Tactical Pilotage 
Chart 1:500,000 scale World Series Sheet H-5 A 
(Compiled 1972, revised 1999).55 

-

a series of trails crossing the desert between Baha-
riya Oasis, the Faiyum and the Nile, which were 
present by the mid-20th century. The maps also 
provided additional information about modern fea-

anticipated routes of the trails beyond the areas 
where they were visible in the satellite imagery. 

Eight features appear in the Landsat 8 imagery as 

the Egyptian Limestone Plateau (Fig. 7). These 

ancient routes because their appearance is consist-
ent with the historic and/or ancient routes recorded 
by Bubenzer and Bolton56 in imagery of a similar 
resolution. 

CORONA satellite photography from 1968 and 
-

ernmost trail in the Landsat 8 imagery (Fig. 7), is 
the best candidate for the Roman route between 
Bahariya and Faiyum, attested in written sources, 
and a potential Pharaonic predecessor, suggested 
by archaeological evidence. In the satellite image-
ry the trail heads directly towards the Wadi Rayy-
an, a stopping place on the historic route between 
Bahariya and the Faiyum, and if projected north-
eastwards it would reach the Faiyum oasis around 
the Middle Kingdom town of Medinet Maadi. 
Westwards, this route would join up with the 
north-eastern extension of the Bahariya depression 
at Ayn el-Bahariya. 

This northern trail in the Landsat 8 imagery 
aligns almost exactly with the Darb el-Rayyan as 
recorded running from Ayn el-Bahariya to the area 
of Medinet Maadi on the Survey of Egypt 
1:100,000 Normal Desert Series sheets 62/42 Baha-
riya Approaches (1940) and 62/49.5 Darb el-Bahna-

1:500,000 Series 1404 Sheet El-Bawiti 448-C 
(1956). The US Army Map Service 1:250,000 
Series P502 Sheet El-Minya NH 36–13 (1960) 
shows a secondary trail (Darb el-Wahat) leaving 
the Darb el-Rayyan and following the southern 
edge of the Faiyum depression. It follows the same 
line as the proposed extension of the Darb el-Rayy-
an to Gurob (Fig. 7), strengthening the case for the 
inclusion of Gurob in these ancient trading routes.

To the south of the Darb el-Rayyan, the next 
four historic trails visible in the Landsat 8 imagery 
are also present on the Survey of Egypt 1:100,000 
Normal Desert Series sheets 62/42 Bahariya 
Approaches (1940) and 62/49.5 Darb el-Bahnasawi 
(1941). They are named from north to south: the 

towards the Nile at Maghaga; the Darb el Masudi, 
from Ayn el-Bahariya and Ayn el-Harrah to El-
Sheikh Masud north of El-Bahnasa in the Nile val-

54 Survey of Egypt maps downloaded from the University of 
Chicago Centre for Ancient Middle Eastern Landscapes 
(CAMEL) integrated database. 

55

Map Service and Tactical Pilotage Charts downloaded 
from the University of Texas Libraries map collection. 

56 BUBENZER and BOLTON 2013.
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ley; the Darb el-Bahnasawi from Ayn el-Harrah to 
El-Bahnasa in the Nile valley; and the Darb el-
Rubi, from the south end of the Ayn el-Harrah 
depression to the Nile valley at El-Rubi (Kom el-
Rahib). Running along the same approximate 
alignment as the Darb el-Rubi is a disused railway, 
that was already dismantled when recorded in 
1940/1. 

South of the Darb el-Rubi three further trails 
are visible in the Landsat 8 and are recorded but 

1:500,000 Series 1404 Sheet Suez 447-D (1956). 
The Landsat 8 image was too low-resolution 

for these trails to be traced in the disturbed and 
sandy areas close to Bahariya and Faiyum, but a 
25 km2 study area of Worldview 2 high-resolution 
multi-spectral imagery revealed that trails can be 

high-resolution imagery. The 25 km2 was located 
at the Bahariya end (Fig. 7) of the Bahariya-Bah-

Fig. 7  Routes visible in the Landsat 8 image LC81770402013078LGN01 and the projected route of the Darb el-Rayyan Bahariya to 
Faiyum trail (Landsat data available from the U.S. Geological Survey).
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nasa (now Minya) route because the evidence sug-
gested that this route was much more heavily trav-
elled than the Bahariya-Faiyum route,57 producing 

a greater impact upon the physical landscape and 
making the trail more likely to appear in the satel-
lite image.

57 GIDDY FAKHRY

Ayn el-Harrah is located to the south-west of the image. The modern tarmac road is visible in the north-western corner of the 
image and various other modern trails are visible as lighter lines (Satellite image © European Space Imaging /Digitalglobe).
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Modern road construction and other activities 
have substantially altered the surface of the desert 
on the western side of the 25 km2 study area, clos-
est to the oasis, so most of the trails were identi-

the eastern and southern parts. 
Following visual examination of the Worldview 

2 imagery, 12 potentially historic or ancient trails 

of both wheeled vehicles and the braided trails, 
suggesting they have potentially historic or ancient 
origins (Fig. 8) but have been re-used in recent 
times. 

Comparison of the Worldview 2 imagery and 
CORONA satellite photography from 1968 
revealed a further two trails on the west side of the 
Worldview study area (Fig. 6 and Fig. 8), which 

-
view image. The CORONA photograph demon-
strated that these trails were older than the modern 
disturbance which obscured them. The more west-
erly of the two trails, heading north-west towards 
Ayn el-Bahariya, is marked on the British War 

between Lyons Hills and Ayn el-Bahariya shown 
on the Survey of Egypt 1:100,000 Normal Desert 
Series sheets 62/42 Bahariya Approaches (1940).

in the Worldview imagery. The maps all show 
trails rising up the escarpment from Ayn el-Harrah 
and heading in three directions. One trail heads 
eastwards to the Darb el-Bahnasawi, one goes 
north-east towards the Darb el-Rayyan and Darb 
el-Masudi and one turns north-west towards Ayn 
el-Bahariya. However, the historic maps show a 
single trail in each of these directions, rather than 

image. It is possible that some of the branches are 
more recent deviations from an original route, but 
it is more likely given the scale of the maps that 
the mid-20th century cartographers chose to show 
the general direction of the route, rather than the 
individual branching trails that are visible in the 
Worldview image.

Evidence from the CORONA satellite photog-
raphy is somewhat ambivalent concerning the 

east side of the Worldview study area the terrain is 

-
fy any but the three largest trails in the CORONA 
photograph. The apparent absence of the other 
trails from the CORONA photographs may indi-
cate that they are more recent than 1968, but it is 

environmental conditions that effectively obscured 

-
view imagery is completely absent from the his-
toric maps. It may be a more modern feature, as it 
is one of the two with evidence of wheeled vehi-

trail, that was not important enough to be included 
in the maps. Strangely, this feature is slightly 
clearer in the CORONA satellite photography than 
certain other trails in the Worldview study area, 

the trails and the desert surface rather than differ-
ences in date. 

It is clear from the historic maps (Fig. 9) that 

comprise the western end of those visible in the 
Landsat 8 data. Most of the 13 historic trails in the 
Worldview 2 imagery join up with those heading 
eastwards towards the Middle Egyptian Nile val-
ley at Masudi or Bahnasa, although the historic 
maps indicate that the Darb el-Rayyan and Ayn el-
Bahariya could also be reached from Ayn el-Har-
rah. 

three historic routes despite the extensive disrup-
tion of the desert surface within the Worldview 

which enabled Bubenzer and Bolton58 to identify 
trails across the Egyptian Limestone Plateau can 
be successfully applied to more disturbed and 
sandy areas, provided the remotely sensed image-

-
tion of additional high-resolution satellite imagery 
along the Bahariya – Faiyum route, is a priority in 
the next stage of this research as it will enable us 
to map the trails in more detail and improve 
understanding of the termini, including the Ayn 
el-Bahariya end of the Darb el-Rayyan.

Both high and low-resolution elements of the 
satellite imagery will make a valuable contribution 
to future research. By using low-resolution free 
Landsat imagery to record routes where this is 
appropriate to the terrain, it will be possible for 
high-resolution satellite imagery to be concentrat-

58 BUBENZER and BOLTON 2013.
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or routes are in doubt. 

-

evidence, but this will be considerably easier with 
the information from the satellite imagery to guide 

route can be located in the satellite imagery than 

upon dating the trails and investigating particular-

along them.

Faiyum is described in written sources and con-

other archaeological evidence suggest that this 
route may be a much earlier Pharaonic creation, 
prior to the New Kingdom, with Faiyumi termini 
at Medinet Maadi, and possibly Gurob. 

By combining low and high-resolution satellite 
imagery, validated by comparison with CORONA 
photography and historic maps, this research has 

ancient routes running across the desert between 

Fig. 9  Historic and potentially ancient routes between Bahariya and the Nile valley from the satellite imagery overlaid on the 

Survey. Historic map downloaded from the University of Texas Libraries).
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Bahariya and the Nile valley. The northernmost of 

Rayyan shown on historic maps heading north-
east from Ayn el-Bahariya towards Wadi Rayyan 
and arriving in the Faiyum close to the Middle 
Kingdom and later town of Medinet Maadi. This 
route is very likely to have been used as early as 
the Greco-Roman period and its trajectory and ter-
minus close to Medinet Maadi might imply that it 
has 18th Dynasty, or earlier, antecedents.

Bahariya – Faiyum trail on the ground, its termini 
and date must await further study of additional 

-
logical and historical evidence and the results 
from two different types of satellite imagery are 
remarkably consistent. The satellite imagery also 
provides a valuable starting point for further 

This research has also demonstrated that the 
59 for 

both low and high-resolution satellite imagery are 
applicable beyond the areas in which they were 

address differences in terrain along a route: low-
resolution multi-spectral imagery in areas of open, 

consistent desert surfaces (such as the Egyptian 
Limestone Plateau) with minimal disturbance, 
combined with very high-resolution imagery in 
disturbed areas or with highly variable natural 

-
ies regarding the importance of resolution in the 

and of multi-spectral data at lower resolutions, we 
discovered that the thermal infra-red multi-spec-
tral bands are particularly useful in identifying 
trails at low-resolutions. 
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